
 

 
 

Series of 1934A H-A block micro back mules are classic small-size $5 Silver Certificate 
rarities. The note shown here is the fifth reported and is owned by collector Robert Calderman. It has 
the usual micro back found on this variety: back 905. 

Mules originated during the 
BEP's transition from micro to macro 
plate serials that began in late 1937. 
This change was initiated by Secret 
Service officials who wanted the plate 
serials increased in size to make them 
easier to read.1 

The BEP started making macro 
plates in 1937 and ceased producing 

micro plates in 1946. The first $5 macro back was plate 938 used on January 5, 1938. Thereafter, the 
use of $5 micro backs slowly waned and eventually yielded to macro backs as the predominant 
$5 backs in service. 

The end of $5 micro backs was approaching by mid-1939, and only three were still in use that 
August: plates 902, 905, and 938. Backs 902 and 938 were dropped by November, but back 905 
persisted into 1940. It was finally dropped on Feb. 5, closing the book on $5 micro backs. 

Serial numbering for $5 Silver Certificates was about halfway through the G-A block by the 
beginning of 1940. The H-A block commenced sometime around May. Amazingly, enough sheets 
from back 905 lasted into the spring to be overprinted with the first few million H-A block serials; 
the highest reported serial is H10998115A. 

It is possible that sheets from some other $5 micro plates used in 1939 also may have lasted 
into 1940: G-A mules numbered in December 1939 are known with micro back 901, a plate last used 
on January 27, 1939.2 

The low number of H-A mules produced was a confluence of simple facts: (a) Probably less 
than 1% of $5 backs available in 1940 were micro backs; (b) $5 SC sheets weren't sitting around 
very long as $5 SC production was high, as the Treasury was actively increasing their silver 
certificate assets at the time; and (c) $5 SC serial numbering just happened to enter the H-A block as 
the remaining micro back sheets were being routed to the numbering presses. 

Most reported notes are low grades--the finest known is an EF sold from the Jim Thompson 
collection back in the late 1990s. Regardless, owning a 1934A H-A mule is on the dream list of 
many $5 SC collectors, and I don't think any of them would be real picky about condition! 
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